
● Two locations of food source (3,1) and (4,9)
● Location of food determined by most frequent visiting points
● Sequence of consecutive 2D points used to consider distance from agent to 

both food sources → generate states (4D vector) and actions (2D vector)
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Action (-1,-1) (-1,0) (-1,1) (0,-1) (0,0) (0,1) (1,-1) (1,0) (1,1) Total
Frequency 11 471 12 1095 122006 1084 3 481 9 125172

Percentage
.

0.009 0.376 0.010 0.875 97.471 0.866 0.002 0.384 0.007 100

Table 1. Statistical Analysis of Action Value in the Data 

Deterministic Stochastic-3 Stochastic-5 Random Policy
Cumulative Reward 0 109.3 192.6 145.5

Table 2. Cumulative Reward Results of Different Policies Obtained from 10 Trajectories

In imitation learning (IL), an agent learns from “demonstrations” conducted by 

an “expert”. IL was used to develop a navigation policy leveraging data 

collected from rodents during foraging. Key components of the IL process 

include state representation, actions, and a reward function. A neural network 

was trained to map states to actions

. 

Expert MDP (Markov Decision Process) Environment

Expert Demonstration: Training a policy  π (modeled by a NN) 

Midpoints taken and 
recorded over 125172 

frames into CSV file

Discretized to a 
10x10 gridworld

Figure 4. Visualization of Action 
Distribution in Point (3,1)

Figure 5. Visualization of Action Distribution 
in Point (4,9)

Potential Future Improvements: 
A possible future research direction could be to combine the learned navigation policy with locomotion 

policy to achieve higher autonomy. Another direction is to explore the adaptability of the learned policy on 

other different tasks.

Figure 2. MSE Loss Curve of 
Deterministic Policy Training

Figure 3. Bivariate NLL Loss Curve of 
Stochastic Policy (3D output) Training

Figure 4. Bivariate NLL Loss Curve of 
Stochastic Policy (5D Output) Training

- Coordinate difference of two 
consecutive points calculated (integer) 
and distances collectected 

- (0,0) Majority 
- Deterministic policy quickly converges
- 5 Parameter stochastic policy yielded 

lower NLL loss
- Mean cumulative reward calculated 

(1000 transitions) 
- Action distribution visualized through 

heat map (ft. both goal points)
- Heat map in support of method
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This investigation presents a method to learn navigation from real rodents through imitation learning. Initial 

experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method in comparison to the random policy. 

Visualization of the action distribution also provides evidence in support of the method.
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- Takes in one input that 
corresponds to one output 

- Two kinds used, one with 
3 inputs the other with 5

- For one input outputs a probability 
distribution of actions 

- Better representation of real-life 
scenario

Demonstration  D = {𝜏
1
, 𝜏

2
, … 𝜏

m
 } 

given transition 𝜏 based on state 
s, action a (a 2d vector with x and 
y components), and index i

Minimizing Loss through bivariate normal distribution: 

Transition:

        Reward:
R = (1- d) if d ≤ 5 

R = 0 if d ﹥ 5

Environment:
      State:

st = [xt, yt, d1,t, d2,t] 

  Action: 
at = [ax,t, ay,t]

t: (xt, yt, d1,t, d2,t, ax,t, ay,t) → 
(xt+1, yt+1, d1,t+1, d2,t+1, ax,t+1, ay,t+1)

xt+1= xt + ax,t      yt+1= yt + ay,t

Figure 1: Transition 
Process

● Two locations of food source (3,1) and (4,9)
● Location of food determined by most frequent visiting points
● Sequence of consecutive 2D points used to consider distance from agent to 

both food sources → generate states (4D vector) and actions (2D vector)

Where p is the correlation between x and y, 𝜇 is the location 
parameter vector, and Σ is the covariance matrix:

Introduction: Project and IL

MSE loss

NLL Loss

MSE loss

● a
t
 as action at time t

● a
x,t

 as direction and length 

traveled by the agent along the 

x-axis

● a
y,t

 as direction and length 

traveled by the agent along the 

y-axis. 

● s
t 
as state at time t

● x
t
 as x coordinate at time t

● y
t
 as y coordinate at time t

● d
1,t

 as distance from rodent to food 1

● d
2,t

 as distance  from rodent to food 2 

● R  as reward

t: (s,a) → s'

(x,y) ��


